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ABSTRACT
Location-based services, which provide services based on locations of consumers’ interests, are becoming essential for our daily
lives. Since the location of a consumer’s interest contains private
information, several studies propose location privacy protection
mechanisms using an anonymizer, which sends queries specifying
anonymous location sets, each of which contains k − 1 locations in
addition to a location of a consumer’s interest, to an LBS provider
based on the k-anonymity principle. The anonymizer is, however,
assumed to be trusted/honest, and hence it is a single point of failure
in terms of privacy leakage. To address this privacy issue, this paper
designs a semi-honest anonymizer to protect location privacy in
NDN networks. This study first reveals that session anonymity and
location anonymity must be achieved to protect location privacy
with a semi-honest anonymizer. Session anonymity is to hide who
specifies which anonymous location set and location anonymity
is to hide a location of a consumer’s interest in a crowd of locations. We next design an architecture to achieve session anonymity
and an algorithm to generate anonymous location sets achieving
location anonymity. Our evaluations show that the architecture
incurs marginal overhead to achieve session anonymity and anonymous location sets generated by the algorithm sufficiently achieve
location anonymity.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks → Network privacy and anonymity; • Security
and privacy → Security protocols;
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1

INTRODUCTION

Location-based services (LBSs) [1, 9], which provide services based
on locations of consumers’ interests, are becoming essential for our
daily lives. Online map systems and navigation systems [11] are
examples of LBSs. Consumers, however, sacrifice their privacy by
submitting location information of their interest to LBS providers in
compensation for convenience of LBSs. Adversaries, including LBS
providers, can infer sensitive information about consumers, such as
their home locations, life styles, political/religious associations and
health conditions, since location information can be easily linked
to information available publicly, such as maps and web sites of
companies, hospitals, schools, and shops.
Protecting location privacy has been a hot research issue for
a long time and most existing studies define location privacy as
location anonymity, focusing on k-anonymity of locations [6, 12,
15, 19, 25, 28, 31]. The idea behind location anonymity is that the
location of a consumer’s interest, which we call a target location, is
not distinguishable from the other k −1 dummy locations. Hereafter,
we call a set of k locations which includes a consumer’s target
location an anonymous location set.
Several mechanisms for achieving location anonymity use an
anonymizer, which generates an anonymous location set from a
consumer’s query about her/his target location and sends queries
about all the locations in the set to LBS providers [6, 12, 15, 31].
The anonymizer also removes the consumer’s identities (e.g., the IP
address) from the query to achieve pseudonymity [27] of the query.
However, the anonymizer must be trusted/honest since consumers
send their exact target locations to it, and thus is obviously a single
point of failure in terms of privacy leakage.
On the other hand, some papers propose mechanisms where a
consumer herself/himself creates an anonymous location set without using an anonymizer [19, 25, 28]. Each consumer must collect
metadata about locations, such as popularity of data, and directly
send queries about locations in a set to an LBS provider. Although a
consumer does not send her/his exact target location as a standalone
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query, these mechanisms are vulnerable to adversaries who have
auxiliary information about the consumer or her/his past queries
can infer the consumers’ target locations as shown in Section 3.3.
Moreover, these studies have a fatal drawback that their adversarial model is far from reality. They assume that only LBS
providers can be adversaries although routers in networks as well
as LBS providers are prone to be compromised by adversaries and
adversaries can gain sensitive information of consumers by eavesdropping consumers’ queries on networks.
This paper designs a semi-honest anonymizer for location privacy protection under a realistic adversarial model that none of
the anonymizer, LBS providers, and routers are trusted/honest. The
term semi-honest means that an entity follows prescribed protocols but attempts to gain more information than allowed from the
protocols [14]. We first show that location anonymity and session
anonymity must be achieved at the same time for location privacy
protection. Then, we design an architecture to achieve session anonymity and an algorithm for generating anonymous location sets
to achieve location anonymity. The contributions are summarized
below:
• This is one of the first studies focusing on designing a semihonest anonymizer.
• We define location privacy as a combination of location anonymity and session anonymity under a realistic adversarial
model.
• We leverage a benefit of Named Data Networking (NDN), i.e.,
lack of source/destination addresses on packets, and design
a semi-honest anonymizer which works as a Chaum’s Mix
router [4] to achieve session anonymity.
• We rigorously define location anonymity based on k-anonymity
and t-closeness [18]. K-anonymity prevents adversaries from
inferring the target location from the k locations, whereas
t-closeness minimizes geographical information leaked to
adversaries.
• We design an algorithm to generate disjoint anonymous
location sets so that they are secure against major attacks to
anonymous location sets.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
related work. Section 3 defines the system model and location privacy. Section 4 and Section 5 describe our architecture and our
algorithm to protect location privacy, respectively. Section 6 conducts security analysis and Section 7 evaluates the performance of
the architecture and the anonymous location sets generated from
our algorithm. Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Location Privacy
2.1.1 k-anonymity. Several location privacy protection mechanisms based on k-anonymity have been proposed [6, 12, 15, 19,
25, 28, 31]. These studies aim to hide a consumer’s target location in a crowd of k locations. They are categorized into cloakingbased [6, 12, 15, 28, 31] and dummy-based [19, 25] ones in terms of
how to select k locations in an anonymous location set. Cloakingbased mechanisms select a cloaking region which contains a target
location and its neighboring k − 1 locations. Since a cloaking region
is continuous and obviously is smaller than an area where an LBS
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provider offers its service, a certain degree of location information
is disclosed from it. In contrast, dummy-based mechanisms select
k locations so that they are scattered throughout the area, and our
mechanism adopts this scheme. How k locations are scattered is
not defined rigorously but handled in a heuristic manner in most
studies [19, 25]. In contrast, this paper adopts t-closeness [18] to
discuss distribution of k locations rigorously.
2.1.2 Differential Privacy. Andres et al. propose a notion of location privacy called geo-indistinguishability [2] based on differential
privacy. A consumer specifies a target location as a randomly perturbed location instead of actual location. Since a disadvantage of
the perturbation is that a consumer cannot query about an exact
location, this paper does not use such mechanisms.

2.2

Communication Privacy

Protecting communication privacy, which means to hide who communicates with whom, by achieving session anonymity is studied. ANDaNA [8] and AC3N [32] provide session anonymity in
NDN/CCN networks based on Tor-like onion routing. These mechanisms use more than two anonymizing routers that do not save
queries in a path between a consumer and a producer for communication with lower latency. However, such low-latency mechanisms
are vulnerable to adversaries who can monitor incoming and outgoing packets on anonymizing routers [23, 30]. Thus, this paper
achieves session anonymity by having an anonymizer works as a
mix router [4, 13], which saves packets for some time to prevent
the adversaries from linking those packets.

2.3

Data Privacy

Protecting data privacy [3, 10, 17], which means to hide what contents consumers query from adversaries on networks, is not enough
to prevent an LBS provider, who knows a location queried by a
consumer, from linking the location with the consumer. One of our
aims is to hide which location is the consumer’s target location
even from LBS providers.
Chor et al. propose Private Information Retrieval (PIR) [5]. PIR
is similar to location privacy protection in that both the mechanisms aim to hide what content is retrieved/queried from the
database/producers. However, PIR assumes that producers have
replicated producers which do not collude with each other. Such
an assumption is not compatible with the adversarial model of this
paper that producers are assumed to be compromised.

3 SYSTEM MODEL AND LOCATION PRIVACY
3.1 Location-based Services
The key terms used in this paper are summarized in Table 1. We simply call LBS providers producers, hereafter. The set of all consumers
and that of all producers are denoted by U and P, respectively. A
producer offers its service related to an area, referred to as a service
area.
3.1.1 Location. We assume that the service area, denoted by S,
is divided into equal-sized N cells. The service area S is expressed
as the set of all the cells, i.e., |S| = N . We select Z-order [21], a
coordinate system based on a space filling curve as a hierarchical
naming system among coordinate systems such as Z-order, Hilbert
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Table 1: Summary of key terms
Notation
k
t
l
rl
xi
U
P
S
N
AP
AR
AP, R
AA
L
el
pl
ML
ME
MP
pl, L
P[X ]
F [X ]
H
D[X , Y ]
N bat
T

Description
Anonymity degree of k-anonymity
Metric of t-closeness
Location
Location data piece related to location l
i-th digit of a Z-order value (x i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3})
Set of all consumers (u ∈ U)
Set of all producers (p ∈ P)
Service area, which is the set of all locations
Number of all locations in the service area
Adversary on producers
Adversary on routers
Adversary on producers and routers
Adversary on the anonymizer
Anonymous location set
Possibility of location l being a target location
Popularity of location l
Map of anonymous location sets
Target location map
Popularity map
Normalized popularity of l in L
Probability of event X
Probability distribution of set X
Entropy of anonymous location set
Distance between two distributions X and Y
Number of batched packets
Time period of delay on the anonymizer

curve and the military grid reference system (MGRS) [24]. In Zorder, a variable-sized square is represented by a quaternary number.
The largest square is recursively divided into four squares and a
quaternary digit is assigned to each division. A Z-order value is
expressed as x 1x 2 . . . x n (x i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}). The number of digits n
determines the size of the smallest square, i.e., that of the cell. For
example, if the digit number is three, the cell size is 1/64 of the
service area S. Hereafter, assuming that the digit number n is agreed
among producers and consumers, we call a cell, which corresponds
to a n digit Z-value, a location l. A Z-order value is naturally mapped
to a hierarchical name of NDN/CCN, like /x 1 /x 2 /. . . /x n and such
a name of location is called a location name.
3.1.2 Location-based Service. We assume that each consumer
selects a single location of her/his interest from the service area S
and obtains information related to the location in each query. Such
a location and its name are referred to as a target location and a
target location name, respectively. A producer accepts queries, each
of which specifies a location name of a location l, and sends back a
piece of location information rl , referred to a location data piece. In
the case of online map/navigation services like Google maps [11], a
consumer can specify her/his current location or her/his destination
location. For simplicity, specifying a location name is referred to as
specifying a location, hereafter.

Query
Consumer

Session anonymity
Router

Location anonymity
Anonymizer

Producer

Query
Consumer

Router
Collude
Do not
collude

Figure 1: Adversarial model

3.2

Adversarial Model

In this paper, we assume semi-honest adversaries, who follow prescribed protocols but attempt to infer the target locations of consumers from the protocols. As illustrated in Fig. 1, producers, routers
and an anonymizer are assumed to be adversaries.
We first assume an adversary AP on producers. AP attempts to
infer target locations from the received queries, and this model
is equivalent to the adversarial models in existing studies as described in Section 1. In addition, we assume an adversary AR on
routers, and that AR is on not all but a subset of routers and he/she
eavesdrops all the packets arriving at them in the same way as
existing studies on communication privacy in NDN/CCN [8, 32].
AR can gain information of consumers, such as who issued a query
or which is the first-hop router, as well as infer target locations
from the queries. We also assume that AP and AR can be the same
adversary. We refer to such an adversary as AP, R .
Moreover, unlike existing studies on location privacy, we assume
the other adversary on the anonymizer. We denote this adversary
as AA and assume that AA do not collude with the others, such as
AP, R . AA attempts to infer target locations as same as AP .

3.3

Location Privacy

The adversarial model in this paper is different from that of existing
studies on location privacy as described in Section 3.2. We address
location privacy against AP , AP,R and AA in a stepwise manner.
3.3.1 Location Privacy against AP . First, location anonymity is
achieved using anonymous location sets to prevent AP from identifying target locations of consumers as existing studies to provide
location privacy against AP do. Location information is, in general,
more sensitive than other types of information, such as web and
movie contents from a perspective of its linkability to consumers’
sensitive information. Let us consider AP who knows a consumer’s
target location but does not know who is the consumer. AP can
infer the consumer’s sensitive information such as her/his home
and office locations or sometimes can identify the consumer by
leveraging information available publicly. Location anonymity is a
good property against AP , as described in Section 1 and Section 2.
How to construct anonymous location sets is a crucial issue to
achieve location anonymity. The following two design aspects have
to be carefully considered in order to prevent AP from inferring
target locations and gaining much geographical information from
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the specified anonymous location sets themselves. First, all the
k locations in an anonymous location set L (⊆ S) should have
the equal probabilities of being a target location to prevent the
adversaries from inferring that one of the locations in L is likely
to be the target location. Second, all the k locations in L should be
scattered throughout the service area S to prevent the adversaries
from narrowing a region that is likely to contain the target location
to a certain small region. We will discuss the two design issues in
Section 5.

3.3.2 Location Privacy against AP,R and AA . Second, location
anonymity is not enough to prevent the adversaries who can identify consumers or at least can distinguish consumers from inferring
the consumer’s target location from anonymous location set(s) because of their auxiliary information about consumers or past queries
of consumers. Since communication between consumers and the
anonymizer is local, AP, R can infer approximate locations of consumers themselves. Please note that leakage of some information
about locations of consumers does not immediately mean leakage
of their target locations because we assume that consumers select
locations of their interests as their target locations.
In general, target location selection of a consumer depends on
her/his own properties or interests. Thus, adversaries can infer the
consumer’s target location with the probability P [l | u, L]. This
represents the probability that the adversaries infer l ∈ L is the
target location under the condition that adversaries know the consumer u ∈ U who queried and her/his anonymous location set
L.
Even weak adversaries who can only distinguish consumers’
queries, i.e., can determine whether two queries are issued from
the same consumer or not, can infer a target location from the continuous queries of a consumer. The target location selection of the
m-th query of a consumer can depend on the target locations of the
consumer’s past queries. In this case, even the above adversaries
can
 infer the target locationof the m-th query with the probability
P l m | L 1 , · · · , Lm−1 , Lm , where L i is the anonymous location
set of the i-th query of a consumer. This represents the probability that adversaries infer l m ∈ Lm is the target location of the
consumer’s m-th query under the condition that they know the
anonymous location sets in the past m − 1 queries: L 1 , · · · , Lm−1 ,
and the anonymous location set in the m-th query: Lm .
The discussion above shows that consumers’ queries should be
indistinguishable to prevent the adversaries from exploiting auxiliary information. In the context of privacy protection based on
k-anonymity, adversaries with auxiliary information should be
assumed, but it cannot be determined how much auxiliary information adversaries have as indicated in [20]. Thus, we decide to
achieve session anonymity in order to make consumers’ queries
indistinguishable with respect to the adversaries, like other studies
on communication privacy [8, 32]. The inference with an arbitrary
number of pieces of auxiliary information about consumers can
be suppressed. Thus, we define location privacy to achieve session
anonymity as well as location anonymity with respect to all the
adversaries, i.e., AP, R and AA at the same time.
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4

ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we describe the design rationale and the protocol to
achieve session anonymity and location anonymity with respect to
AP, R and AA .

4.1

Design Rationale

This section overviews the design rationale to achieve session and
location anonymity with respect to AP, R and AA . The key idea is
that the anonymizer generates anonymous location sets for all the
locations and distributes them to consumers as well as acts as a
mix-router [4].
First, to prevent AA from identifying consumer’s target locations,
consumers must send queries specifying anonymous location sets
rather than their target locations to the anonymizer. One simple
way is that each consumer herself/himself collects metadata to
create anonymous location sets [25], in which consumers exchange
the metadata with Wi-Fi Access Points while moving. However, as
indicated in [25], it is hard for consumers to collect metadata of all
the locations in the service area. Thus, we adopt the approach that
the anonymizer collects metadata of all the locations to generate
a map of anonymous location sets for all the candidates for the
target location, and distributes it to consumers. Consumers can
know which anonymous location set they use without revealing
their target locations.How to generate anonymous location sets is
described in Section 5.
Second, session anonymity [8, 32], which realizes the indistinguishability of consumers’ queries, with respect to AP, R is achieved
by the anonymizer. It works as a mix router by tolerating latency
caused by the fact that the anonymizer saves queries from consumers for a short time. Name components related with the producer or locations of Interest and Data packets, location data pieces
and signatures by the producer of Data packets are encrypted using
a session-based encryption between consumers and the anonymizer without revealing consumers’ identities to prevent AP, R from
linking the consumers to the anonymous location sets which they
have specified. On the other hand, the indistinguishability of consumers’ queries with respect to AA is naturally achieved by the
packet forwarding mechanism of NDN/CCN which does not use
source/destination addresses.

4.2

Protocol

This section describes the protocol based on the walkthrough scenario illustrated in Fig. 2.
At the set up phase, the anonymizer receives a target location
map M E and a popularity map M P from each producer named
/Service. Please note that the anonymizer is able to handle services provided by multiple producers. We focus on how to protect
location privacy in the case of a single producer, hereafter. The
target location map M E has flags at all the locations in the service
area. Flags indicate whether the location has the possibility of being
queried about or not. For example, a location in the sea is never
queried about in the case of online map systems. The popularity
map M P is a map of probabilities/frequencies of queries about the
locations, which are recorded by the producer. In the figure, the
pair of the two maps is named /Service/Metadata. The maps are
transferred in a plaintext. Then, the anonymizer generates a map of
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Consumer

Anonymizer
Generate
anonymous
location sets (ALS)

/Service/Metadata

Producer

/Service/Metadata
Metadata

/anonymizer/SID/EncKs(/MapOfALS/Service/k=3)
/anonymizer/SID/EncKs(/MapOfALS/Service/k=3)
EncKs(Map of ALS)

Setup phase
Request phase

/anonymizer/SID/EncKs(/Service/k=3/id=5)

Interest Packet

/Service/
/Service/
/Service/

Data Packet
/anonymizer/SID/EncKs(/Service/k=3/id=5)
EncKs(Data Packet(/Service/k=3/id=5))
Signature or MAC (by Anonymizer)

Signature (by Producer)
/Service/
Signature (by Producer)

Figure 2: Walkthrough scenario

anonymous location sets M L according to the algorithm described
in Section 5.7. A consumer receives the map M L before sending a
query to the anonymizer. Please note that these three maps are not
tampered by the producer and the anonymizer because they are
semi-honest. We will evaluate the size of the map M L in Section 7.3.
At the request phase, a consumer sends a query about one of the
anonymous location sets in the map M L . After receiving queries,
i.e., Interest packets for queries, from multiple consumers, the anonymizer forwards the queries which specify locations in the anonymous location sets to the producer as described later in Section 4.4.
After receiving all the Data packets with the producer’s signature
replied by the producer, the anonymizer generates a Data packet
containing all the packets to the consumer. It is assumed that this
Data packet has a signature of the anonymizer or Message Authentication Code (MAC) which is generated using a session key
exchanged as described in Section 4.3.

4.3
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In the scenario, name components of Interest and Data packets
are encrypted as follows: A name component requesting the map
of anonymous location set M L in the setup phase is encrypted like
EncKs (/MapOfALS/Service/k=3). Similarly, name components of
an Interest packet for a query in the request phase are encrypted
like EncKs (/Service/k=3/id=5). Here, /MapOfALS is a name of a
map of anonymous location sets, /k=3 is an anonymity degree of
k-anonymity that a consumer requires, and /id=5 is an identifier
of an anonymous location set in the map of anonymous location
sets M L .

4.4

NDN/CCN routers forward packets without using source and destination addresses, thereby naturally achieving session anonymity
with respect to AA . To achieve session anonymity with respect to
AP, R , the anonymizer saves N bat Interest packets, each of which
specifies an anonymous location set, and their corresponding Data
packets. This packet scheduling scheme is similar to some of existing studies [4, 13] and achieves session anonymity against the
following two types of threats: 1) content correlation and 2) timing
correlation.
First, the scheme addresses content correlation, where AP, R links
incoming packets to outgoing packets at the anonymizer by leveraging their content and/or lengths. Obviously, encryption/decryption
of packets prevents this attack. Consumers and the anonymizer add
a padding text to a name or content of packet as the last component
of them so that the lengths of all the packets are the same.
Second, the scheme addresses timing correlation, where AP, R
links incoming packets to outgoing packets from the times of reception and transmission, by delaying time of forwarding incoming
packets to the producer or a consumer. To suppress the delay at
the anonymizer, the anonymizer generates decoy Interest packets
by randomly selecting anonymous location sets from the map M L
if N bat Interest packets do not arrive at the anonymizer within a
predefined time period T . We will evaluate the probability that the
anonymizer generates decoy Interest packets in Section 7.1.

5

Session-based Encryption

Communication between consumers and the anonymizer is encrypted using a session-based encryption. We assume CCA-secure
private-key encryption scheme according to the following two
requirements. First, it has been shown that that CCA-secure encryption scheme is necessary to hide what data consumers have
been queried in NDN/CCN [10]. Since different ciphertexts are generated from the same plaintext in this scheme, in-network caching
cannot be used between consumers and the anonymizer. Second,
the other important requirement of encryption scheme is that the
anonymizer should not know any identity of a consumer from
a received query because that breaks indistinguishability of consumers’ queries with respect to AA . Thus we adopt a key exchange
protocol for NDN/CCN that exchanges private session keys and
session identifiers without revealing consumers’ identities such
as the consumers’ public keys like CCNxKE [22] and assume that
consumers change sessions for each query. In Fig. 2, a session key
and a session identifier are denoted as Ks and SID, respectively.

Achieving Session Anonymity

ALGORITHM FOR ACHIEVING LOCATION
ANONYMITY

This section formally defines location anonymity and two requirements to achieve location anonymity, i.e., location k-anonymity and
location t-closeness, and describes design rationale and solutions to
resolving the requirements.

5.1

Location k-anonymity and t-closeness

To achieve location anonymity, the following two requirements
have to be satisfied: One is that adversaries can infer the target
location from the specified anonymous location set only with the
probability of 1/k. The other is that the geographical information
that adversaries gain from the specified anonymous location sets is
minimized under the condition of the anonymity degree k.
The first requirement is satisfied if all the k locations in an anonymous location set are equally likely to be a target location. Let
P[l | L] denote the probability that a location l being the target
location given that the specified anonymous location set is L (∋ l).
By using P[l | L], the first requirement is defined as follows:
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Definition 5.1 (Location k-anonymity). An anonymous location
set L has location k-anonymity if P[l | L] is equal for all l ∈ L,
and the condition is expressed as
P[li | L] = P[l j | L]

(∀li , l j ∈ L).

(1)

The second requirement is satisfied if a difference between a
distribution of locations in an anonymous location set and that in a
service area is small enough, and hence the distribution difference
is defined with the concept of t-closeness [18].
Definition 5.2 (Location t-closeness). An anonymous location set
L has location t-closeness if it satisfies the following condition:
D[F [L], F [S]] ≤ t,

(2)

where F [·] is the distribution of a set and D[F [L], F [S]] is the
difference between the distribution of L and that of the service
area S.
The sufficiently low t value of an anonymous location set contributes to preventing adversaries from narrowing possible target
locations to a small region because locations in the anonymous
location set are scattered uniformly throughout the service area.

5.2

Design Rationale

This section overviews design rationale to achieve location k-anonymity
and location t-closeness. To achieve location k-anonymity, we have
to take into account the following three design aspects: 1) geographical constraints, 2) skewness in popularity of locations, and 3)
disjoint anonymous location sets. In the same way, 4) uniformity in
scattered locations in anonymous location sets must be considered
to satisfy location t-closeness.
First, anonymous location sets must consist only of locations that
consumers may select as their target locations. If an anonymous
location set contains locations that are never selected as target
locations due to geographical constraints, e.g., the sea in the case of
online map systems, adversaries can eliminate those locations from
the candidates of the target locations. This degrades the anonymity degree of the anonymous location set, and hence anonymous
location sets must not contain such locations.
Second, the uncertainty of locations being a target location
should be kept high to prevent disclosure of target locations due
to the skewness in the popularity of locations. For instance, if a
location l in an anonymous location set L has a higher popularity
than the other locations, the probability of l being a target location
becomes higher than the other locations, i.e., the uncertainty of
target locations becomes low. We adopt location entropy, which is
one of the widely used metrics for measuring uncertainty [29], and
design anonymous location sets so that the location entropy of the
popularity of anonymous location sets is high.
Third, in addition to maximize the entropy, anonymous location
sets should be disjoint to one another in order to prevent adversaries
from inferring possible target locations by comparing anonymous
location sets, which is referred to as inference attack [25].
Finally, locations should be fully scattered throughout the service
area to avoid vulnerability of k-anonymity, which has been pointed
out in several studies [18, 20]. Simply selecting k distinct locations
is vulnerable to similarity attacks. If all the k locations are selected
from a small region, adversaries can narrow down possible target

locations to the region. This goal is realized by ensuring that the
difference between the distribution of locations in each anonymous
location set and that of locations in the service area is sufficiently
small according to the property of t-closeness.

5.3

Geographical Constraint

An anonymous location set must contain at least k locations that
can be target locations. Let el be a flag indicating whether l can be a
target location. el is 1 if the location specified by l has a possibility
that it is selected as target locations of consumers, and el = 0
otherwise. The target location map M E in Section 4.2 includes these
flags. To realize location k-anonymity, each anonymous location
set must contain at least k locations satisfying el = 1. That is, an
anonymous location has to satisfy the following condition:
Õ
el ≥ k.
(3)
l ∈L

5.4

Skewness in Popularity of Locations

An important property of anonymous location sets is that k locations in an anonymous location set have the approximately equal
popularity to prevent adversaries from distinguishing one location
from the other locations by exploiting the differences in the popularity of locations. The popularity of a location l is defined as the
probability that l is specified by all consumers and it is denoted
by pl . Let us note that pl satisfies the two conditions: 0 ≤ pl ≤ 1
Í
and l ∈S pl = 1. The popularity map M P in Section 4.2 includes
these values. This property can be measured as the uncertainty of
anonymous location sets by using information entropy.
Definition 5.3 (Entropy of anonymous location set). The entropy
H of an anonymous location set L is derived as
Õ
H =−
pl, L · log pl, L ,
(4)
l ∈L

where pl, L is the normalized popularity of l for given L and it is
Í
defined as pl, L = pl /( l ∈L pl ).
The high entropy of an anonymous location set contributes to
preventing adversaries from distinguishing one location from the
other in the anonymous location set.

5.5

Disjoint Anonymous Location Sets

In order to prevent adversaries from inferring target locations by
comparing anonymous location sets, maximizing the entropy is
not enough. We generate anonymous location sets so that they are
disjoint, i.e., Li ∩ L j = ∅ for any pair of anonymous location sets
Li and L j .
An anonymous location set is secure against the inference attack
if location k-anonymity in Eq. (1) is satisfied. According to Bayes’
theorem, P[l | L] is expressed as P[l | L] = P[L | l]P[l]/P[L].
P[l], which is the probability that l is selected as the target location,
satisfies P[l] = pl regardless of who queries about l because session
anonymity is achieved in our architecture. The condition in Eq. (1)
therefore is equivalent to the condition P[L | li ]pli = P[L | l j ]pl j ,
where P[L | li ] is the probability that an anonymous location set L
is generated for a given target location li . Since the entropy (Eq. (4))
of an anonymous location set L is maximized according to the
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design rationale in the previous section, the popularity of locations
in L should satisfy pli ≈ pl j for li , l j ∈ L. Hence, to satisfy the
condition in Eq. (1), the following condition should be also satisfied:
P[L | li ] ≈ P[L | l j ].

(5)

Let ν (l) be the number of anonymous location sets that contain l.
By using ν (l), P[L | l] is expressed as P[L | l] = 1/ν (l). One of the
natural ways to satisfy the condition in Eq. (5) is to enforce ν (l) = 1
for all l and this is equivalent to that all anonymous location sets
are disjoint, i.e., Li ∩ L j = ∅ for any pair of anonymous location
sets Li and L j .

5.6

Uniformity in Scattered Locations

Another important property of anonymous location sets is that
k locations in an anonymous location set should be scattered as
uniformly as possible throughout the service area, and otherwise
adversaries can narrow possible target locations to a region with a
certain degree of accuracy.
t-closeness [18] is one of useful measures to ensure this property. In the context of general anonymous sets, the principle of
t-closeness is to limit information that adversaries can obtain by
comparing the difference between the distribution of values in
an anonymous set and that in the entire population. t-closeness
requires that the difference between the two distributions is no
more than the threshold t. The difference is often measured as the
distance between two distributions with earth mover’s distance
(EMD) [18]. EMD measures the least amount of work needed to
transferring mass from one distribution to another.
In order to define the distribution of locations in anonymous
location sets, locations have to be mapped onto a certain domain
of definition. Since locations are regarded as quaternary numbers
thanks to the naming scheme based on Z-order, locations can be
mapped onto the one-dimensional space, of which domain of definition is [1, N ], where N is the number of locations and N = 4n in the
case that locations have n digits names, i.e., x 1x 2 . . . x n . By using
the domain of definition, the distribution of locations in an anonymous location set L and that in the service area S are denoted by
F [L] = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a N ) and F [S] = (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s N ), where api and
si are the probabilities of appearances of location li in L and S.
Since locations are uniformly distributed in the domain of definition,
ai and si is defined as follows:
(
1
if li ∈ L and eli = 1
ai = |F [L] |
(6)
0
otherwise,
(
1
if li ∈ S and eli = 1
si = |F [S] |
(7)
0
otherwise,
where |F [L]| and |F [S]| are the numbers of locations satisfying
el = 1 in L and S, respectively. They are derived as |F [L]| =
Í
Í
l ∈ L el and |F [S]| = l ∈S el .
The distance between the two distributions F [L] and F [S] is
defined by using EMD as
|r 1 | + |r 1 + r 2 | + · · · + |r 1 + r 2 + · · · + r N |
, (8)
N −1
where r i = ai − si . Finally, by minimizing D[F [L], F [S]], location
t-closeness in Definition 5.2 is satisfied.
D[F [L], F [S]] =
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Algorithm 1: Anonymous location set formation
Input: M E : Target location map of el
M P : Popularity map of pl
k: Degree of location k-anonymity
Output: M L : Map of resulting anonymous location sets
Í
1 σ ←
el ∈S
2 G ← Divide the service area into k segments so that each
segment has at least ⌊σ /k⌋ locations of el = 1
3 Sort locations in each segment д ∈ G in descending order of
pl (l ∈ д)
4 for i ← 1 to ⌊σ /k⌋ do
5
AR ← ∅
6
foreach segment д ∈ G do
7
AR ← AR ∪ {д.dequeue()}
M L ← M L ∪ {AR}

8

10

while ∃д ∈ G having locations do
The last AR in M L ← AR ∪ {д.dequeue()}

11

return M L

9

5.7

Heuristic Algorithm for Anonymous
Location Sets Formation

According to the discussion in the previous section, anonymous
location sets generation is regarded as an optimization problem
that has two objectives and two constraints. The first objective is to
maximize the location entropy H (Eq. (4)) and the other objective
is to minimize the threshold t for location t-closeness (Eq. (2)).
The first constraint is that each of anonymous location sets has
to contain at least k locations satisfying el = 1 (Eq. (3)) and the
other constraint is that anonymous location sets should be disjoint.
Please note that these two objectives are not optimized at the same
time, i.e., when we focus solely on maximizing the entropy, the k
locations can be close each other, on the other hand, when we focus
solely on making the k locations scattered in the service area, the
entropy of them can become small.
Our algorithm to form anonymous location sets is summarized
in Algorithm 1. To minimize the threshold t for location t-closeness,
locations for each anonymous location set are selected from the
service area as uniformly as possible. To realize the objective, the
service area S is divided into k segments, each of which has at
Í
least ⌊σ /k⌋ (σ = l ∈S el ) locations satisfying el = 1, along the
domain of definition of the Z-values and k locations are selected
by choosing one location from each of the segments. To realize
the second objective, to maximize the location entropy H of each
anonymous location set, locations are selected in descending order
of their popularity pl . By iterating this procedure until all locations
are assigned to the anonymous location sets, the service area is
naturally divided into disjoint anonymous location sets. Finally, the
remaining locations that are not assigned to any of the anonymous
location sets are assigned together to the last generated anonymous
location sets in order to keep the location entropy H high. This is
because that the popularity of the remaining locations is small and
similar to each other and the last generated anonymous location
set also has locations with the low popularity.
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6

SECURITY ANALYSIS

This section shows the proposed algorithm of generating anonymous location sets is resistant to attacks on location privacy, which
are discussed by the existing studies, assuming that session anonymity is achieved.

6.1

Location Similarity Attack

If k locations in an anonymous location set are within a small
region, adversaries can narrow down a potential region in which
a target location is. The proposed algorithm, however, designs
anonymous location sets so that the potential regions become as
large as possible according to the t-closeness principle, as discussed
in Section 5.6.

6.2

Center-of-AS Attack

Kalnis et al. [15] have indicated that some of existing algorithms
tend to select dummy locations around the target location. In other
words, the target location tends to be the center of the k − 1 dummy
locations. This degrades the degree of anonymity of the anonymous
location set since locations near the center of the anonymous location set are highly likely to be a target location. In contrast to such
algorithms, the proposed algorithm generates anonymous location
sets so that locations in each anonymous set are equally likely to
be a target location, as discussed in Section 5.4, thereby preventing
the center-of-AS attack.

6.3

Inference Attack

The inference attack [25] is one of the major attacks on location
privacy. The proposed algorithm is resistant to the inference attack,
as discussed in Sections 5.4 and 5.5. The entropy of anonymous
location set is kept as high as possible and anonymous location sets
are disjoint and consequently the condition in Eq. (1) is satisfied.
Adversaries cannot infer target locations from anonymous location
sets.

7

and the size of the map of anonymous location sets M L described
in Section 4.2.

7.1

EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the probability that the anonymizer
generates decoy packets as described in Section 4.4, the anonymous
location sets generated by the algorithm described in Section 5.7,

Decoy Packets Insertion

As described in Section 4.4, the anonymizer accumulates N bat Interest and Data packets to achieve session anonymity. If N bat Interest
packets do not arrive at the anonymizer in a predefined time period
T , the anonymizer generates random decoy Interest packets. The
maximum delay incurred by the anonymizer is T . Decoy Interest
packets are, however, unnecessary. We evaluate the probability of
decoy Interest packets being inserted under the following assumptions: Interest packets arrive at the anonymizer according to the
Poisson process with rate λ, which is defined as the number of
Interest packets arriving at the anonymizer per second. Producers
send back Data packets immediately after receiving Interest packets, thus the probability of decoy packets being inserted mainly
depends on the Interest packets arrival rate λ.
Under these assumptions, the probability that the number of
Interest packets arriving at the anonymizer within time period T is
n is derived as
e −λT (λT )n
.
(9)
p(n,T , λ) =
n!
The probability of decoy Interest packets being inserted: Pd is equivalent to the probability that N bat Interest packets do not arrive at
the anonymizer within T , and hence it is derived as
Pd = 1 −

Bruteforce Attack

Deterministic dummy-based algorithms are, in general, vulnerable
to bruteforce attacks. When adversaries observe an anonymous
location set L generated by an algorithm, they can guess which
location is used for generating L by trying to input all possible
locations to the algorithm. This attack is successfully accomplished
if there exist location l, l ′ ∈ L and the algorithm generates different anonymous location sets L and L ′ for l and l ′ , respectively. In
this case, the adversaries can eliminate l ′ from the target location
candidate. Our algorithm is deterministic but it is bruteforce-attackresistant because it divides the service area into disjoint anonymous
location sets, as discussed in Section 5.5. All the resulting anonymous location sets satisfy the condition in Eq. (1), and hence the
adversary cannot obtain any useful information about the target
location.

6.4
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NÕ
bat −1

p(n,T , λ).

(10)

n=0

We set T to 1 second because the time period T must be smaller
than PIT expiration time. We calculate Pd in the case that N bat is
set to 10 requests and λ is set to 10, 20, and 30 seconds/request. The
probability is 0.542, 0.995, and 0.999 in the case of λ = 10, 20, and, 30,
respectively. The probability Pd decreases as the rate λ increases,
and decoy Interest packets are therefore rarely inserted in the case
that the rate λ is sufficiently high.

7.2

Anonymous Location Sets

7.2.1 Overview. The proposed architecture achieves both location anonymity and session anonymity under the adversarial model
discussed in Section 3.2, i.e., all the anonymizer, routers, and producers are semi-honest. There are several similar studies [25, 26]. Niu et
al. [25] propose an algorithm, named Enhanced Dummy-Location
Selection (enhanced-DLS), assuming that consumers communicate
directly to producers without any anonymizer. Enhanced-DLS generates a single ideal anonymous location set in a probabilistic for
each query from consumers. The resulting anonymous location
set realizes both the optimum entropy value of the anonymous
location set and the optimum distance between k locations in it. A
key difference between our algorithm and Enhanced-DLS is that
anonymous location sets generated by our algorithm are disjoint in
order to avoid the inference attack, as discussed in Section 5.5, while
those of Enhanced-DLS are not disjoint due to its probabilistic nature. In other words, Enhanced-DLS sacrifices the resistance to the
inference attack in compensation for the optimality in the entropy
of anonymous location sets and the distance between locations,
whereas our algorithm sacrifices the optimality in the entropy and

7.2.2 Simulation Conditions. The scenario of our simulation is
summarized as follows: We deploy an LBS that collects location
data, such as speed values, from vehicles in an urban area and provides the data to consumers. Let us note that the two types of maps,
i.e., the target location map (M E ∋ el ) and the popularity map
(M P ∋ pl ), are the important parameters of our algorithm. We use
the number of vehicles and the existence of roads in a location l as
the popularity pl and the flag el , respectively, and simulate them
according to a realistic scenario. We use the SUMO (Simulation
of Urban MObility) simulator [16] to simulate vehicle movements
according to the measurement results in Luxembourg [7], which is
one of the well-known realistic scenarios for vehicle movements.
The size of the service area, i.e., the center of Luxembourg, is approximately 60 km2 and it is divided into 45 locations (square cells),
of which length is approximately 240 meters. el is set to 1 if there
are roads in l, and 0 otherwise because there is obviously no vehicle in l. The popularity of l is derived as the mean of the number
of vehicles in l normalized by the total number of vehicles in the
service area. The number of vehicles in each location is measured
every minute, and we derive the mean of the number of vehicles
by computing the mean over every 30 samples. The simulation
is performed for 24 hours. Our algorithm generates anonymous
location sets every 30 minutes. The anonymity degree k is set to 15.
7.2.3 Location k-anonymity. Fig. 3 shows the time series of the
maximum, the median, and the minimum of the entropy values
of generated anonymous location sets. To understand causes of
the fluctuation in the entropy, we also evaluate the variance of the
number of vehicles at each location. Both Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show
the same results, whereas Fig. 4 shows the entropy in the narrower
range ([3.4, 4.0]). The number of the resulting anonymous location
sets is 51 for all the time intervals. Let us note that the ideal entropy
in this scenario is − log2 1/k ≈ 3.91, and the entropy of anonymous
location sets generated by Enhanced-DLS is close to the ideal value.
The following two observations are obtained: First, the minimum entropy of the anonymous location sets generated by our
algorithm are smaller than the ideal value for all the time intervals.
Nevertheless, we conclude that the proposed generation algorithm
generates sufficiently good anonymous location sets because of the
following reasons. First, the maximum values of the entropy are
almost the same as the ideal values for all time intervals. Second,
the median values of the entropy are also close to the ideal value
as long as the variance of the number of vehicles is small. Second,
the minimum value of the entropy decreases as the variance of
the number of vehicles increases. The high variance of the number
of vehicles is equivalent to the high variance of the popularity pl ,
and it is hence difficult to keep the entropy of all the generated
anonymous location sets high by selecting k locations with the
similar popularity values.
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Figure 3: The entropy of anonymous location sets and the
variance of the numbers of vehicles
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the distance in compensation for the resistance to the inference
attack.
This section evaluates how disjoint anonymous location sets of
our algorithm achieve the sufficiently high entropy compared to
non-disjoint but ideal anonymous location of Enhanced-DLS [25].
Next, we show how locations are well-scattered throughout the
service area.
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Figure 4: The entropy of anonymous location sets in the
range of [3.4, 4.0]
7.2.4 Location t-closeness. We next evaluate the size of areas
covered by anonymous location sets in order to confirm that locations in each anonymous location set are well-scattered throughout
the service area. The size of anonymous location sets is measured
by that of minimum bounding rectangles, which are the smallest
rectangles containing all the locations in each anonymous location
set. Fig. 5 indicates the maximum, the mean, and the minimum
values of the size of minimum bounding rectangles normalized by
the size of the service area.
The best anonymous location set covers approximately 90% of
the service area. Even the worst anonymous location set covers
more than 40% of the service area. To observe how locations are
scattered, examples of the best and the worst anonymous location
sets in terms of their size are summarized in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. Graycolored cells are candidates of a target location, i.e., el = 1, and
blue-colored cells are the k locations in an anonymous location
set. This figure indicates that the worst anonymous location covers
sufficiently large area of the service area.

7.3

Size of the Map M L

The semi-honest anonymizer in this paper sends a map of anonymous location sets, whereas traditional honest anonymizer need
not do so. Precisely speaking, consumers need receive the map M L
to know which anonymous location set they use as described in
Section 4.1 and 4.2. Thus the size of the map M L should be small.
In our architecture, the anonymizer generates disjoint anonymous location sets as described in Section 5.5. Thus the information
which the map M L must contain consists of locations in individual
anonymous location sets, and each location can be represented by
an integer. Therefore, the size of the map M L is derived by N × (the
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CONCLUSION

This paper designs a semi-honest anonymizer to provide location
anonymity and session anonymity to consumers of LBSs. The key
contributions of this paper are summarized below: First, this paper is one of the first studies to design a semi-honest anonymizer.
Second, we carefully define location privacy as a combination of
location anonymity and session anonymity. Third, we carefully
design protocols under a realistic adversarial model that none of
the anonymizer, LBS providers, and network nodes are trusted and
a generation algorithm of anonymous location sets.
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